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Abstract

Estimates are obtained for the volumetric concentration and the number of

�bre contacts per �bre in a 	oc� The maximal concentration for 	ocs from typical

rigid wood �bres increases from about four times to �ve times the sedimentation

concentration� as aspect ratio increases from 
� to ��� The �bre aspect ratio

appears as the principal �bre geometric in	uence on sedimentation concentration�

maximal 	oc concentration� and relative rates of 	oc forming and breaking�

Introduction

On a fast papermachine� a jet of thickness about one centimetre is delivered at speeds
in excess of twenty metres per second� with a �bre content of perhaps one percent by
volume� It is still a matter of debate as to the extent to which �bres in a local region in
a forming section of a papermachine have a memory of their prior organization before
emerging in the jet from the headbox� A solution to this depends on sophisticated
experiments and a better understanding of turbulent �bre suspensions than is available
at present� Meanwhile� it is possible to make some estimates of average values and this
is our objective here�

The methods we use are quite simple� For� until we have a good physical reason
to believe that greater complexity yields more information than it demands as input�
it seems pointless to make more detailed assumptions� We shall take as our state
variable the number of �bre contacts per �bre and we shall suppose that our �bres are
uniform cylinders� As always� we begin with a random assembly of �bres because it
is the unique well�de�ned stochastic reference structure for the context� To create a
structure that locally resembles a �oc� we use a new result on densi�cation by maximal
packing of rigid rods into a random network�
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Fibre Suspensions� The Random State

Consider a random �bre suspension with �bre mass density cmass� �bre volume fraction
cvol� made from uniform cylindrical �bres having length �� diameter �� mass�length ��
and density �� We de�ne two 	state numbers
 for cylindrical �bres� of aspect ratio
A � ���� in ��dimensional random arrays

Crowding number The expected number of �bres in a spherical region of diameter
� ���� ��� ��� ��

ncrowd �
	

�

cmass�
�

�
�

�

�
A�cvol ���

Contact number The expected number of �bre contacts per �bre ���

ncontacts �
��ncrowd

�
�

�ncrowd
A

� �Acvol ���

These suggest considering also the
Number of contacts per unit mass of �bre�

ncontacts
��

�
	�

���
cmass ���

which expression emphasises the importance of ��

Non�Random Fibre Suspensions� Flocs

Various non�random packings of cylinders have been discussed in the literature� but it
turns out that the expected number of contacts per �bre� ncontacts� is always rather close
to that for the random case ���� The particular case of sedimented �bre suspensions is
also discussed in ���� and corresponds in practice to the condition ncontacts � nsedcontacts �

�� hence� csedvol �
�
�A

�
In �occulated �bre suspensions� there is evidence that� like in commercial paper ����

the �oc size distribution is approximately lognormal ��� ��� In paper� the mean �oc
density increases with mean �oc diameter ��� and the standard deviation of �oc diam�
eter increases with mean �oc diameter ���� Since we are interested in modelling a �oc
as a stochastic clump of �bres created by elastic� frictional and hydrodynamic forces�
we expect the structure to be a 	densi�cation
 from the random state� The question is
then how do we pack more �bres into a given initial random assembly� This seems to
have been answered recently in a convenient form by Parkhouse and Kelly ����� These
authors devised a criterion of a limiting packing state beyond random that corresponds
reasonably with the notion of pushing �bres into all available spaces that could receive
them� Their result estimates an upper bound� cmax

vol � on the volumetric concentration
of stochastic rigid cylinder assemblies� in terms of the �bre aspect ratio A only

cmax
vol �

� logA

A
���

�



It then follows from above that we have an estimate of the limiting number of contacts
per �bre �cf� Figure ��

nmax
contacts � �Acmax

vol � � logA ���

which corresponds quite closely with estimates from experiments with synthetic �bre
�ocs reported by Kropholler et al� ����� Now� Equations ���� ��� are formaximal in�lling
from a random initial state� using rigid cylindrical �bres� Such a network would have
no intrinsic strength and could be made denser by using �exible �bres to create a
coherent structure� However� �exible �bres in turbulent mixing are unlikely to develop
maximally dense �ocs� Accordingly� we propose to use Equation ��� and Equation ���
to provide estimates for the volumetric concentration and number of contacts per �bre
in a woodpulp �bre �oc� these depend on �bre aspect ratio only

cflocvol �
� logA

A
���

nfloccontacts � � logA ���

Now we have an interesting way to view the geometrical e�ect of �bre aspect ratio� by
expressing this �oc concentration in ratio to the sedimentation concentration

cflocvol

csedvol

�
�

�
logA ���

Equation ��� is plotted in Figure � and we see that� over the normal range of interest
for papermaking �bres� the �oc concentration increases slowly from about four to
�ve times the sedimentation concentration� This emphasises the usefulness of the
sedimentation concentration and the importance of good estimates of �bre length and
width distributions�

Equation ��� gives cflocvol � ���� for A � ��� and Soszynski ���� page �� measured
cflocvol � ����� See also the work of Soszynski on the apparent volumetric concentration
of cellulose �bres �����

Flocculation Dynamics

Hydrodynamic forces cause �bres to make and break contacts and� in decaying turbu�
lence� coherent �ocs of �bres can grow in milliseconds ��� ���� Longer �bres make larger
�ocs and at a �xed �bre length sti�er �bres make more stable and larger �ocs ��� �� ���

We represent the local state of �occulation by the local fractional density of �bre�
�bre contacts v� Now� the maximumnumber of �bre contacts per �bre is �A� consisting
of A above and A below a given �bre� so v reduces to the volumetric concentration
because we have

v �
ncontacts
�A

� cflocvol � ���

Then� a simple rate equation which applies to blood clotting ���� ��� among other
things� becomes in our case

dv

dt
�

� � v


�
�

v


�
� ��t� for � � v � � ����
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Figure � Plot of �
�
logA� the �oc concentration in ratio to sedimentation concentration

as a function of �bre aspect ratio A� To obtain the number of �bre contacts per �bre�

� logA� multiply the ordinate by ��

where 
� and 
� are the rate constants for making and breaking contacts� respectively
and ��t� is a zero�mean noise function which represents the ambient turbulent condi�
tions� For the random case� we showed that the mean value of v is the mean volumetric
concentration �v � cvol� which indicates how the rate equation could be deployed in an
experiment that could measure time averages over �nite spatial zones�

Taking ��t� � � in equation ���� converts it into a deterministic ordinary di�erential
equation which has solution

v�t� �
�

a
� �

�

a
� v��e

�at for � � v� � � ����

where v� � v��� is the initial value and a � � � ��
�
�

controls the time scale� There is a

unique critical solution which corresponds to v��t� � � and is given by v� �
�
a
by

v�t� � v� �
�

a
�

�

� � ��
�
�

� ����

Evidently� this constant solution is a stable attractor for all other solutions� as illus�
trated in Figure � for the case v� � ��� and a range of initial values v� in equation �����
In practice� there would be simultaneous occurrences of making and breaking of �ocs�
so observation of a given region of suspension would be expected to reveal a noisy
version of Figure ��

If we interpret v� as the stable state for �ocs and use the estimate for nfloccontacts from

�
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Figure � Plot of deterministic solutions� v�t�� to the rate equation for making and

breaking �bre contacts� with a range of initial values v� � ���� ���� ���� ��� and asymp�

totic value v� � ����
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Figure � Plot of ratio of rate constant for making to rate constant for breaking �bre

contacts�
��
�
�

� A

� logA
� �� as a function of �bre aspect ratio A�
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equation ���� then we have

v� �
nfloccontacts

�A
� cflocvol �

� logA

A
�

�

� � ��
�
�

� ����

Rearranging this we have a prediction of the relative rate constants for making and
breaking contacts� in terms of the aspect ratio of �bres


�

�

�
A

� logA
� � �

A

��
for �� � A � ��� ����

as shown in Figure �� The absolute rate constants will depend on other factors than
the purely geometrical aspect ratio� such as the ambient hydrodynamic conditions and
�bre rigidity� Kerekes et al� ��� ��� found that� in decaying turbulence� �ocs formed in
a few tens of milliseconds� Our estimate above suggests that in a �ow �eld with �ocs
forming and breaking up at di�erent places� they break up at three or four times the
rate of forming under comparable gradients of turbulent conditions�
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